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Abstract—On June 29 2021, the World Health Organization
(WHO) reported around 45,951 confirmed cases and 817 deaths
of COVID-19 in India, and 64,903 confirmed cases and 1,839
deaths in Brazil. This virus has been determined as a global
pandemic by WHO. Accurate forecast of COVID-19 cases has
become a crucial task in the decision-making of hospital managers to optimally manage the available resources and staff.
In this study, the Gaussian process regression (GPR) model
tuned by Bayesian optimization (BO) was used to forecast the
recovered and confirmed COVID-19 cases in two highly impacted
countries, India and Brazil. Specifically, the BO algorithm is
employed to find the optimal hyperparameters of the GPR model
to improve the forecasting quality. We compared the performance
of the Optimized GPR with 14 models, including Support vector
regression with different kernels, GPR with different kernels,
Boosted trees, and Bagged trees. We also applied the BO to
the other investigated predictors to maximize their forecasting
accuracy. Three statistical criteria are used for the comparison.
The daily records of confirmed and recovered cases from Brazil
and India are adopted in this study. Results reveal the high
performance of the GPR models compared to the other models.
Index Terms—COVID-19, forecast, data-driven model, Ensemble models, Bayesian optimization, time series.

I. I NTRODUCTION
At the end of 2019, the world population faced a new virus
pandemic called SARS COV-2 (COVID-19). The virus starts
to spread across the countries fast with a high contagion rate
until it becomes a global pandemic. The number of confirmed
cases reached more than 180 million and around 4 million
deaths. Also, the outbreak of COVID-19 led to a socioeconomic crisis that put high pressure on the contraries [1].
The primary issue the healthcare encountered was difficulty
diagnosing the virus. It can stay inpatient for 14 days with
no symptoms, so healthcare finds challenging to control the
spread of COVID-19. Recently, machine learning (ML) in
the artificial intelligence field showed an essential role in
forecasting COVID-19 spread. Importantly, ML provides a
forecast of the future trends of COVID-19 cases based on
the past recorded COVID-19 time series. Indeed, COVID-19
cases forecasting provides relevant information to countries
and hospital managers to plan for the future COVID-19 spread
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by setting policies and rigorous strategies to avoid riskiness
and reduce the number of contaminated cases.
Recently, there have been many studies conducted to understand and manage the COVID-19 pandemic [2]–[4]. The
researchers in [5] use datasets from ten Brazilian cities,
including Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, to forecast COVID19 confirmed cases based on various machine learning methods (e.g., Random Forests and support vector regression
(SVR)). The result shows that SVR achieves the highest
performance among all considered algorithms. Another study
in [6] presents short-term forecasting models using improved
adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) by
chaotic marine predators algorithm (CMPA) algorithm. They
collect the data from reported cases of WHO between 26th
of March to 1st of June 2020 in Brazil and Russia, then
divided the data into a training subset and test subset. Results
showed improved performance by using the CMPA approach
compared to other models, including the conventional ANFIS.
In [7] the authors applied seven models, such as AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average model (ARIMA), and
Double Exponential Smoothing (DES), to forecast COVID-19
transmission in India and Brazil. They evaluate the models
by focusing on Mean Absolute Error, MAE. It has been
shown that the DES model achieves the lowest MAE among
all other models. In [8], the authors investigate predicting
the spread of COVID-19 on five states in India, particularly
in Kerala, Karnataka, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, and Andhra
Pradesh cities. Four models are compared in this study, namely
Gompertz growth, exponential, logistic, and ARIMA. Results
indicate that ARIMA outperforms the other models. In [9]
several models are used to forecast COVID-19 applied confirmed, recover, and death cases in Indian, including Multilayer
perceptron, Vector autoregression, and Linear regression. The
Multilayer perceptron reaches the most reasonable forecast
accuracy. In [10], ARIMA, exponential smoothing, and HoltWinters models are applied to forecast COVID-19 based on
data recorded between the 4th of March to 11th of July. Here,
the ARIMA model showed the best forecasting compared to
the other studied models. In [11], the forecasting performance

of ARIMA is compared to those of Prophet model [12] when
forecasting COVID-19 spread in five cities in India: Andhra
Pradesh, Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh, Karnataka, and Tamil
Nadu. Results show that the ARIMA model provided better
forecasting results than the Prophet method.
The ability to accurately forecast the recovered and confirmed COVID-19 cases could aid slow down the transmission of COVID-19 by making appropriate decisions. This
study performed data-driven methods to forecast confirmed
and recovered COVID-19 cases based on machine learning
models. Specifically, this study investigates the forecasting
ability of the optimized GPR, a kernel-based machine learning
method, in forecasting the COVID-19 time series. This choice
is motivated by the desirables features of the GPR model,
including its simple and flexible construction using the mean
and covariance functions, its ability and superior nonlinear
approximation, and the possibility to explicitly provide a
probabilistic representation of forecasting outputs [13], [14].
Specifically, the BO algorithm is employed to find the optimal
hyperparameters of the GPR model to improve the forecasting
quality. We compared the performance of the Optimized GPR
(OGPR) with 14 models, including Support vector regression
(SVR) with different kernels, GPR with different kernels,
Boosted trees (BT), and Bagged trees (BS). Here, A BO is
employed in all forecasting approaches for improving their accuracy. Of course, we would like to examine the effectiveness
of the OGPR model on the COVID-19 datasets of limited size
and assess its performance compared to traditional machine
learning methods. Datasets from India and Brazil where the
COVID-19 spread was significantly high are used to evaluate
and compare the sixteen methods’ forecasting accuracy. The
used COVID-19 time series are recorded from January 22,
2020, to June 12, 2021.

India is receiving the most considerable impact from COVID19. On the other hand, India shows rapid growth in recovered
cases, indicating their prompt and effective response to this
public health event.

Fig. 1. The number of (a) confirmed and (b) recovered COVID-19 cases from
January 22, 2020, through June 12, 2021, in Brazil and India.

B. GPR model
The remaining of this study is structured as follows. Section II presents the used COVID-19 datasets, provides a brief
description of the GPR model and the BO algorithm. The
results and discussions were given in section III to show model
performances and comparisons. The conclusions are outlined
in Section IV.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Data description
Here, daily confirmed and recovered COVID-19 data from
two highly impacted countries, India and Brazil, are utilized to
evaluate the forecasting capacity of the 14 investigated databased methods. The daily record of cumulative confirmed and
recovered cases of COVID-19 from the first case, in India
and Brazil on the 30th of January and 26th of February 2020,
are available in (https://github.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID19). The dataset automated update for delayed data in the
website without any missing value. Figure 1(a-b) displays
the confirmed and recovered COVID-19 cases dataset used
in this study. We observe that India has the highest number of
confirmed cases. Considering the population in each country,

The GPR is a supervised nonparametric machine learning
algorithm. GPR is an effective kernel-based approach to learn
implicit correlations among various variables in the training
set, making GPR especially suitable to deal with challenging
nonlinear prediction [15]. For a prediction problem, the output
y of a function f at the input x in GPR can be expressed as,
yi = f (xi ) + εi .

(1)

where ε ∼ N (0, σε2 ). In GPR, the term, f (x), is assumed to be
a random variable that is distributed according to a particular
distribution. Indeed, observing the output of the function at
various input points could reduce the uncertainty regarding f .
The observations are always tainted with a noise term ε that
reflects their inherent randomness.
Assume D = {(xi , yi )}ni=1 is the input-output data and f (·)
to be approximated and supposed to follow a Gaussian process.
For sake of simplicity, let assume that xi ’s and yi ’s are
scalar observations while εi ’s are independent, and identically
distributed random noises following the normal distribution
with mean value ε̄i = 0 and variance σ 2 .

Let’s consider the measured yi values [y1 , y2 , . . . yn ]> are
finite values of the function f (·) contaminated with noises.
Thus, yi ’s follow a joint Gaussian distribution:
>

2

y = [y1 , y2 , . . . yn ] ∼ N (m(x), K + σ I),

The optimal values of the kernel parameters are achieved
by maximization of the following likelihood.
(3)

θ

where θ = [θ1 , θ2 , . . .] denotes kernel parameters, the mean
values m(.) are taken to be zero, and


1 >
1
2
exp − (y (K + σ I)y) .
L(θ) = p
2
(2π)n|K + σ 2 I|
(4)
Let x∗ is a new input, then the predictive mean and variance
associated with ŷ∗ = f (x∗ ) = f∗ are respectively expressed
as follows:
• the mean value

•

•

P∗ = arg min g(P|(xi , yi )ni=1 (8)
P

(2)

where m(x) = [m(x1 ), m(x2 ), . . . m(xn )]> represents the
mean vector m(·), I refers to the identity matrix, and K
denotes the n × n covariance matrix with (i, j)th element
Kij = k(xi , xj ). For a GPR model, k(xi , xj ) is usually
termed a kernel function [16].

θ opt = arg max L(θ)

results. Let’s consider m hyperparameters P = p1 , . . . , pm to
be tuned. The aim is to determine

2 −1
ŷ∗ = k>
y
∗ (K + σ I)

(5)

2 −1
σ̂∗ = k∗∗ − k>
k∗ .
∗ (K + σ I)

(6)

where g is a cost function. The whole optimization procedure
is controlled via a suitable acquisition function (AF) that
defines the following set of hyperparameters to be assessed.
Crucially, any acquisition function requires adjusting within
exploration and exploitation. Generally speaking, exploration
is an area search with high uncertainty, where we expect to
discover a new set of parameters that enhance the model’s
prediction accuracy. At the same time, exploitation refers to
an area search nearby to already computed high estimated
values [21].
D. Alternative models for Comparison
In this study, we investigated the performance of the OGPR
and compared its forecasting accuracy with the set of machine
learning-based forecasting models listed in Table 1. In short,
a total of fifteen forecasting methods are applied to predict
COVID-19 time-series data: 6 SVR methods [15], [22], 4
GPR methods, 2 ensemble learning techniques (i.e., BT and
BS) [23]–[25] and six SVR models [26], and 3 optimized
methods.
TABLE I
F ORECASTING METHODS INVESTIGATED IN THIS STUDY.

and variance

and y∗ follows a conditional distribution:
y∗ |y ∼ N (ŷ∗ , σ̂∗ )

(7)

For more details about GPR model, see [17].
C. Bayesian Optimization of Model Parameters
Numerous machine learning models, such as SVR and GPR,
comprise several hyperparameters to be chosen (e.g., kernel
types in GPR and parameters). The chosen hyperparameters
significantly impact the performance of any machine learning
model [18]. Several optimization procedures are proposed in
the literature for hyperparameter tunings, such as grid search,
random search, and Bayesian optimization [19]. This study
used the Bayesian optimization (BO) procedure to find the
optimal hyperparameters of the investigated methods, namely
SVR, GPR, boosted trees, and bagged trees. Importantly, the
BO algorithm is designed based on Gaussian processes and
Bayesian inference. It could be employed to optimize functions
with unknown closed-form [20].
The essence of the BO algorithm is to construct a probabilistic proxy model for the cost function based on outcomes of
historical experiments as training data. Essentially, the proxy
model, such as the Gaussian process, is more inexpensive
to compute, and it gives sufficient information on where we
should assess the true objective function to obtain relevant

E. Evaluation metrics
In this study, we assess the accuracy of the forecasting
models using three metrics: root mean square error (RMSE),
mean absolute error (MAE), and mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE).
v
u n
u1 X
(yt − ŷt )2 ,
(9)
RM SE = t
n t=1
Pn
M AE =

t=1

|yt − ŷt |
,
n

(10)

n

M AP E =

100 X yt − ŷt
%,
n t=1
yt

(11)

where yt is the number of COVID cases, ŷt is its corresponding forecasted COVID cases, and n is the number of records.
Lower RMSE, MAE, and MAPE values would imply better
precision and forecasting quality.

TABLE II
H YPERPARAMETERS SEARCH RANGE .

F. Forecasting framework
The general procedure performed in this study to forecast
COVID-19 cases is represented in Figure 2. Firstly the daily
recovered and confirmed time-series data are split into training
subsets. All models are trained using the training set and
evaluated using the testing set. The best forecasting model
is indicated by four statistical criteria, namely RMSE, MAE,
and MAPE.

TABLE III
O PTIMIZED H YPERPARAMETERS USING THE BO ALGORITHM .
Fig. 2. Illustration of the used forecasting framework.

III. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This study’s training data to construct each model includes
confirmed and recovered cases from January 22, 2020, to
June 6, 2021. We used six days for the testing period from
June 7, 2021, to June 12, 2021. For the OGPR, OSVR,
and OEL models, we applied the BO procedure to get the
optimal parameters maximizing the forecasting precision. The
hyperparameter search ranges for each model are listed in
Table II. The computed values of the hyperparameters of each
model using the BO algorithm are summarized in Table III.
The fifteen models are constructed using training data and
then applied for forecasting confirmed and recovered COVID19 cases for a 6 day forecast horizon from June 7, 2021. The
observed test set together with model forecasts of confirmed
and recovered cases in India and Brazil are displayed in
Figures 3 and 4, respectively. From Figure 3, we observe that
the forecasted values of the confirmed and recovered cases
in India from the considered models are closer to the actual
data, indicating good forecast performance. For the confirmed
and recovered cases in Brazil, Figure 4, shows broader bands
around the actual cases, indicating wider variations among
model predictions. In this scenario, models showed relatively
better forecasts for India confirmed and recovered cases series.
Tables IV and IV quantifies the performances of each model
in terms of RMSE, MAE, and MAPE, for COVID-19 data
recorded in India and Brazil, respectively. In terms of all metrics calculated, the GPR models showed the best performance
in terms of RMSE, and MAE. It could be attributed to its
capacity to capture dynamics in time-series data.

Figure 5 displays the heatmap of the MAPE values achieved
by the investigated model for the confirmed and recovered
COVID-19 data from Indian and Brazil. We observe that GPR
models achieved the best forecasting performance with the
lowest MAPE values. This could be attributed to the extended
capacity of the GPR models to learn dynamics in COVID-19
time-series data. Furthermore, this study shows the capability
of machine learning models to forecast the future trends of
COVID-19.

TABLE IV
T H OBTAINE STATISTICAL CRITERIA FOR CONFIRMED AND RECOVERED
COVID-19 CASES FORECASTS IN I NDIA .
Series
Confirm India
Confirm India
Confirm India
Confirm India
Confirm India
Confirm India
Confirm India
Confirm India
Confirm India
Confirm India
Confirm India
Confirm India
Confirm India
Confirm India
Confirm India
Recoved India
Recoved India
Recoved India
Recoved India
Recoved India
Recoved India
Recoved India
Recoved India
Recoved India
Recoved India
Recoved India
Recoved India
Recoved India
Recoved India
Recoved India

Model
SVRO
SVRC
SVRCG
SVRF G
SVRL
SVRM G
SVRQ
GPRRQ
GPRSE
GPRM 52
GPRExp
GPRO
BT
BS
ELO
SVRO
SVRC
SVRCG
SVRF G
SVRL
SVRM G
SVRQ
GPRRQ
GPRSE
GPRM 52
GPRExp
GPRO
BT
BS
ELO

RMSE
22337053.113
1012357.846
1382637.913
6967701.735
759414.577
2356188.304
1024262.932
37398.517
36208.928
14350.001
972208.519
111506.899
2005011.686
2779609.635
1625388.219
21100097.634
1125965.648
1771552.327
10306345.167
754472.349
3670129.936
1179022.579
167795.963
30214.921
54374.745
1524148.063
58832.766
3078226.027
3467540.137
1871290.946

MAE
22334295.732
1008215.980
1369677.347
6507706.629
759392.528
2280681.541
1019713.136
32479.864
30442.130
12258.416
905902.811
108951.780
1974055.703
2757363.556
1587044.713
21087507.583
1107063.877
1718529.593
9339278.915
754424.474
3373505.792
1155346.231
143454.775
23379.830
48482.147
1336405.700
46691.520
2990707.504
3390087.093
1723538.715

MAPE
38.960
3.365
4.967
30.360
2.697
8.581
3.401
0.112
0.105
0.072
3.233
0.374
7.325
10.538
5.806
11.320
3.919
6.779
59.969
2.877
14.480
4.080
0.527
0.085
0.178
5.208
0.052
11.681
14.359
6.127

TABLE V
T H OBTAINE STATISTICAL CRITERIA FOR CONFIRMED AND RECOVERED
COVID-19 CASES FORECASTS IN B RAZIL .
Series
Confirm Brazil
Confirm Brazil
Confirm Brazil
Confirm Brazil
Confirm Brazil
Confirm Brazil
Confirm Brazil
Confirm Brazil
Confirm Brazil
Confirm Brazil
Confirm Brazil
Confirm Brazil
Confirm Brazil
Confirm Brazil
Confirm Brazil
Recoved Brazil
Recoved Brazil
Recoved Brazil
Recoved Brazil
Recoved Brazil
Recoved Brazil
Recoved Brazil
Recoved Brazil
Recoved Brazil
Recoved Brazil
Recoved Brazil
Recoved Brazil
Recoved Brazil
Recoved Brazil
Recoved Brazil

Model
SVRO
SVRC
SVRCG
SVRF G
SVRL
SVRM G
SVRQ
GPRRQ
GPRSE
GPRM 52
GPRExp
GPRO
BT
BS
ELO
SVRO
SVRC
SVRCG
SVRF G
SVRL
SVRM G
SVRQ
GPRRQ
GPRSE
GPRM 52
GPRExp
GPRO
BT
BS
ELO

RMSE
178495.629
859664.899
856493.084
2681791.796
658423.358
1201574.167
100175.382
22347.367
36548.399
25452.517
499989.497
22821.043
819117.717
1414426.255
1471998.737
30627.182
167774.226
151929.129
259341.166
129890.658
181760.427
30362.953
1719.567
1656.806
1667.333
40549.196
1667.329
84573.683
247302.171
36794.352

MAE
176859.741
846897.020
849454.839
2400829.100
657587.460
1157539.469
92240.318
20542.504
29617.766
22951.994
426469.985
21485.641
776873.997
1390388.795
1448916.717
30583.310
167591.124
151847.006
254940.374
129878.098
181092.640
30188.755
1558.378
1525.704
1508.890
37897.498
1508.883
83349.510
246886.202
33885.945

MAPE
1.055
4.749
5.279
17.153
4.041
7.350
0.552
0.122
0.175
0.136
2.585
0.127
4.811
8.951
3.363
7.618
4.806
5.351
18.745
3.400
7.876
1.473
0.241
0.247
0.188
2.935
0.188
4.581
9.251
3.489

Fig. 3. Records and forecasts of (a) confirmed and (b) recovered COVID-19
cases in India for testing period, using the fifteen machine learning methods.

IV. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we applied 16 machine learning models to
forecasting COVID-19 cases on datasets of two countries,
India and Brazil. Here, the GPR model has been optimized using Bayesian optimization and compared with fifteen machine
learning models. In short, the forecasting result shows that
GPR models achieved superior performance compared to the
other models in terms of RMSE, MAE, and MAPE. Of course,
machine learning approves its ability in the medical field
to forecast COVID-19 cases. We will consider the dynamic
models in future work, which consider the number of past
days 1-7 instead of one day only to have more features that
will help get a better result. Also, using deep learning to build
models works with a small dataset.
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